
Chapter 16. Take the Red Pill

Anyone who has read this argument to its logical conclusion is at least open to the possibility
that physicalism is a false paradigm. The question everyone has to ask themselves is why is there
so much emotional resistance to this possibility? The resistance against rejecting physicalism as
a false paradigm about the nature of the world is not based on logical reasoning, but solely on
emotional reactions against this possibility. Where does this emotional resistance come from?

The answer is the ego. The ego or personal self-concept is entirely an emotional creation, as is
well accepted in both psychology and neuroscience. The ego is mentally constructed as a
personal body-based self-concept is emotionally related to the concept of some other thing. The
personal self-concept is a mentally constructed self-image, while the concept of the other thing is
a mentally constructed image of the other thing. These mentally constructed images must be
emotionally related for the ego to appear to come into existence. The ego can only appear to
come into existence, since these mentally constructed images can only be constructed out of what
can be perceived in the world. The question the ego can never answer is about the true nature of
the perceiver. What is the true nature of perceiving consciousness that perceives these images?

At a more fundamental level than the mental-emotional construction of the ego, the experience
of self and other can only arise in a subject-object relation as an observer observes some
observable thing in its own observable world. The holographic principle is telling us that the true
subjective nature of the observer is a focal point of perceiving consciousness at the center of the
observer’s own holographic world, and that the objective nature of all things in that world are
only forms of information encoded on the observer’s holographic screen, which only arises as an
event horizon in the observer’s accelerated frame of reference. Those observable things include
the observer’s body and all the mental images constructed in the observer’s mind. A body-based,
emotionally energized, mentally constructed personal self-concept cannot be the true nature of
the observer since that self-concept is only another form of information the observer perceives.

There can only be an illusion that the observer is a personal self-concept when the observer feels
emotionally self-limited to the emotionally animated form of its body. That emotional feeling of
self-limitation is the only thing that can create the illusion that the observer is a person in the
world that it perceives. In reality, the observer has its own independent existence as a presence of
perceiving consciousness at the central point of view of its own holographic world. That is the
only logically consistent way to interpret the holographic principle.

The holographic principle is a hammer. All that's being done in this article is to hammer away at
the logical inconsistencies inherent in the conventional physicalist way science is understood.
This strategy hammers away at the logical inconsistencies inherent within science when science
is understood in the context of a personal self-concept that is assumed to understand science.
This of course is logically impossible, since a personal self-concept must itself arise from the
logical structure of science to be a scientific thing. The critical thing to realize is that scientific



things are all observable things. The holographic principle is telling us that the Self in the sense
of the observer of the observable things is not itself an observable thing. The Self can only be a
presence of consciousness at the center of its own holographic world, which is not an observable
thing. Only the Self can have its own independent existence, called I Am, independent of all the
observable things the Self observes in its own observable world. The Self is aware of its own
independent existence with its own sense of being present to observe that observable world.

The observable things are all a part of the holographic world the Self is observing, including the
person in that world the Self mistakenly takes itself to be by emotionally identifying itself with
the emotionally animated form of a person. To assume that a person is an observing Self is a
logical contradiction. That is the logical contradiction in science that's being hammered away at.
What is surprising is that more people in science can't see that logical contradiction and don't use
the holographic principle to hammer away at it. This really shouldn't be surprising since the ego
will believe any logical contradiction it has to believe to defend its own survival and apparent
existence. Who wants to realize their apparent existence as a person in the world they perceive,
which is their personal self-concept, is only a holographic illusion? The answer is nobody.

People in science who search for a Theory of Everything are searching for an answer that has
already been discovered. The answer is inherent in the logical implications of the holographic
principle. The holographic principle as demonstrated by the AdS/CFT correspondence deduced
from M-theory or in matrix models that utilize the geometric mechanism of non-commutative
geometry gives a perfectly good scientific answer to the questions scientists are asking. The
problem is that scientists ignore the answer because they don't like the answer even though the
answer is the only logical possibility. All the other answers they seem to prefer and look for are
logically impossible. If they really were good detectives like Sherlock Holmes, they would reject
the logically impossible answers and accept the only logically possible answer. When you've
ruled out everything that's impossible, whatever remains, no matter how implausible it seems,
must be the truth. The true answer only seems implausible to them because they don't like the
answer, not because the answer is untrue. The answers they prefer and find more plausible are
the logically impossible answers. If they really carried the logical implications of the holographic
principle to its logical conclusion, they would discover what in Zen Buddhism, Taoism and
Advaita Vedanta is called nonduality.

The concept of nonduality is all about the Source of the observable physical world and the
Source of the observing consciousness that perceives that observable physical world. This is the
part of the answer they're ignoring. They're ignoring the Source. If they were really serious about
discovering a true conceptual answer, they would consider the Source. Ironically, no conceptual
answer can ever really describe the nature of the Source since the Source is non-conceptual in
nature. That's why in Zen Buddhism, Taoism and Advaita Vedanta no value is given to any
possible conceptual answer, but only to the direct experience of the Source. One has to go
beyond conceptual answers to have that direct experience. Of course, if they really did that, there



would be no purpose in their search for a scientific answer. They're trying to answer a question
that really can't be answered, at least not at a conceptual or scientific level.

People in science who continue to believe in the physicalism paradigm have taken the blue pill.
They're unwilling to confront the unpleasant truth about the nature of their own life. They remain
in a blissful state of ignorance and believe whatever they want to believe. They take the blue pill
because they can't give up or let go of their emotionally created beliefs. They're emotionally
attached to their beliefs. The core belief they can't give up is their belief that they are a physical
person in the physical world they perceive. The only thing that props up this false belief is the
emotional energy inherent in the mental construction of this belief, which makes it feel real.

There is No Spoon

To take the red pill is to go beyond beliefs. To go beyond beliefs is to go beyond the expression
of emotions that create all beliefs. That emotional energy is what animates the life of a physical
person in the physical world one perceives and makes that life feel real. The core belief that one
has to give up in order to go beyond belief is the false belief that one is a physical person in the
physical world one perceives. To awaken to the truth of what one really is, one has to become
willing to believe nothing. One can only realize the truth without belief because No belief is true.
Believing nothing is a necessary step in the process of doing nothing and becoming nothing,
which eventually leads to knowing nothing. One eventually knows the non-conceptual absolute
nothingness that is the truth of one's own existence, which is the truth of what one really is.

Postscript: On the Nature of Belief

People will believe whatever they want to believe because that is what they want to believe.
Their beliefs are emotionally energized and feel real. Beliefs don't have to have any logical
consistency, they only have to feel real. That's the nature of the ego, which is really only a belief
that you believe about yourself. You believe that you are a person in the world that you perceive.
You believe this because it feels real as you perceive the expression of emotional energy. That
feeling of reality is what makes beliefs believable, not their logical consistency. That's why when
you begin to examine your ego in a serious way, you're shocked by all the stupid things you



believe about yourself. You're shocked that none of it makes any real sense. There is no logical
consistency to the ego, only a feeling of reality that arises from expressing the emotional energy
that defends the survival of the ego as a self-concept of what you are. The ego is only about
defending its own survival as a concept of what you are, but that self-concept is inherently false.
In reality, you are a presence of consciousness that falsely believes that you are a physical person
in the world you perceive. As long as you are under the influence of your ego, the ego is what
you'll believe about yourself. In reality, you don't know who you are when you emotionally
identify yourself with your ego. You feel that you are your ego when self-defensive emotions are
expressed and you feel self-limited to a personal form as you perceive the emotional energy
animating that personal form. That's why you emotionally identify yourself with your ego.

What people want to feel more than anything else is to feel powerful and in control of things.
The ego is all about expressing that desire to feel powerful and in control because that is how the
ego defends its own survival. The desire to be in control is self-defensive. That feeling of being
in control is a denial of death. The death the ego wants to deny is its own death. The ego denies
its death by feeling powerful and in control. To realize the truth of what you really are, you have
to give up that desire to be in control. You have to become willing to die at the level of
ego-death. The acceptance of death is always a surrender in which you give up your desire to
control things and defend yourself. Personally biased emotions are only expressed because of
personal bias in the focus of your attention. When you surrender, you lose that personal bias in
the focus of your attention. You give up the expression of your own personally biased individual
will and surrender to something greater than yourself: divine will. What really dies away is the
expression of the personally biased emotional energy that animates all the false beliefs you
believe about yourself that you are a person in the world you perceive. Only after those false
beliefs die away and you no longer believe in a personal self-concept can you discover the truth
of what you really are: a spiritual presence of consciousness.

Jesus described this discovery as a death-rebirth transformation, in which your false personal
self-identification with the form of a body dies away and you can only identify yourself with
your true spiritual nature. You discover the truth that sets you free, the truth of what you are.

The problem with all explanations about the nature of reality is that ultimate reality cannot be
conceptualized. Ultimate reality can be directly experienced, but that experience requires you to
make a journey from where you are right now as you read these words. At best, explanations can
only play the role of a roadmap that points out travel directions in that journey.

That journey is called the path of return. Although ultimate reality cannot be conceptualized, the
best explanation we have is the one given by Shankara in terms of the concepts of Atman and
Brahman. The ultimate nature of what you really are is Brahman, which is the non-conceptual
absolute nothingness. When you perceive your own world as a presence of consciousness, you
are Atman. You have focalized your existence into a point of view, but the world you perceive is
really no more real than a virtual reality movie that you're watching. That point of view is



moving relative to the unmoving absolute nothingness. This is where modern physics comes into
the story, as it explains how that moving point of view is like an observer in an accelerated frame
of reference that gives rise to an event horizon that acts as a holographic screen that projects all
images of that world to your point of view. That motion also explains how images are animated
like the frames of a movie. When that motion comes to an end, that world must disappear from
existence from that particular point of view, and the unmoving point of view must dissolve back
into the motionless absolute nothingness like a drop of water that dissolves into the ocean.
Modern physics even explains this state of dissolution in terms of an observer in a freely falling
frame of reference. The path of return is experienced as falling into and dissolving into the void.
Ultimately, Atman is Brahman.


